**SCHEDULE 1: GRID-INTERCONNECTION LICENCES (NET BILLING, POWER WHEELING AND AUXILIARY CONNECTIONS) PROCESS FLOWCHART**

1. **SUBMISSIONS**
   1. Non-refundable processing fee;
   2. Proof that the SG is a Customer of the JPS (Customer No. & Premises No.);
   3. Evidence of ownership or permission from property owner;
   4. Completed Licensing Application Form (Net Billing, Auxiliary or Electric Power Wheeling); and

   **SELF-GENERATOR (SG)**
   
   Self-Generator applies online (www.mset.gov.jm) or in person to MSET for a Licence

   **1 DAY**

2. **SUBMISSION**
   Letter from MSET to SG

   **MINISTRY OF SCIENCE, ENERGY & TECHNOLOGY (MSET)**
   
   MSET receives and processes Applications. MSET will advise whether the application was successful and advise that a Licence fee is to be paid.

   **20 DAYS**

3. **SUBMISSION**
   SG provides MSET with proof of Payment of Licence Fee

   **SELF GENERATOR**
   
   The SG pays licence fee online or in person and submits proof of payment to MSET

   **1 DAY**

4. **SUBMISSION**
   License (Net Billing, Power Wheeling or Auxiliary Connections) issued to SG et al.

   **MINISTRY OF SCIENCE, ENERGY & TECHNOLOGY (MSET)**
   
   MSET prepares Licence and submit electronic copies to the SG, OUR, JPS & GER

   **20 DAYS**
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